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YEARLY ROUND-UP
What's been happening in the London Rentals Market in 2021

2021 has seen a fluctuating change in the rental market from the previous
year as we gradually emerge from the pandemic. The London rental market
has almost made a full recovery with the trend set to continue into 2022.
The last two quarters have seen rental demand at an ‘all-time high’ clearing
up surplus housing stock in many suburbs throughout the capital City.

As much as there has been an increase in rental demand, this has also had
an effect on supply of homes, we explore the trends of the past year to see
the changes, growth and part recovery of the rental sector in London.
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WHAT HAPPENED IN THE
LONDON RENTAL MARKET IN
2021

The First quarter of 2021 saw a

This caused Landlords to have more

decrease in rent prices due to

void periods which resulted in a fall in

pandemic restrictions and

rents in the last quarter of 2020,

lockdowns. Many tenants were

carrying forward into 2021.

moving back home to be closer to

Active tenants took advantage of the

their families, adapting to home

rent falls and were prepared to sign up

working, thus rendering City Centre

to longer tenancies of 18-24 months at

homes surplus to requirements.

a time to secure homes at discounted

This trend infiltrated the domestic

rates of rent for the long term.

student market, with the adaptation

This was welcome news to Landlords as

of remote and distance learning,

it helped reduce void periods and

seeing significant falls in demand for

offered assurance with having reliable

private rented housing within close

long-term tenants enabling them to

proximity of colleges and

consolidate their finances in what was

universities.

otherwise a turbulent marketplace.
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SUPPLY VS DEMAND
How the demand of the rental market compares to the supply
squeeze for the 2021 London Rental Market.

In the first quarter of 2021, there was a

The supply shortage of properties led to an 8%

squeeze on rental stocks. A big factor was

increase in rents outside of London.

the Emergency Legislation (Coronavirus

On average, 50% of Landlord's have been able to raise

Act 2020)

their rents in the past two quarters of 2021.

which put an eviction ban in

place meaning landlords could not evict
tenants for at least 6 months. This caused

London Landlord's were the last to raise their rents as

a

the demand from city renters was less than the

slowdown

in

Landlord

purchases,

creating a rather subdued market in the

demand for suburbs and outer regions.

buy-to-let

On Average - tenant demand was down 10% in London.

sector.

There

were

some

300,000 fewer homes returning to the

The average yield loss for London Landlords was 17.7%

marketplace as a result of the eviction

compared to a 5% increase in outer London.

ban whereby landlords

were forced to

house defaulting tenants.
£2,500

Stamp Duty Holiday

To help encourage Landlord's back into
the market, there was the introduction of

£2,000

the stamp duty holiday which didn't have
the intial impact that was intended. Once
the

eviction

ban

was

lifted,

£1,500

many

landlords whose finances were adversely

£1,000

affected, wanted to leave the buy-to-let
sector. This was an opportunity to cash-

£500

in on the buying frenzy created by the

the Stamp Duty Holiday has brought
about a supply shortage in the London
rental market.
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Stamp Duty Holiday as a means of clawing

Average UK rental prices per month in 2021 by region
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TYPES OF HOMES
How the pandemic has affected the demand for different types of
homes.

The second and third quarters of
2021 saw the biggest change in
demand for the types of homes
renters want to live in comparison

North London

East London

to pre-pandemic where smaller
inner City flats were in high

South London

demand.
West London

Now we can see that the pandemic
has shifted the demand to larger

Inner London

homes, preferably with an extra
bedroom for an office space and
outdoor garden areas. With the new
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Average Rental Prices per month for 2 bedroom properties in inner
and outer suburbs of London

blended working model, renters are

Outer London suburbs generally represent much

now spending more time in their

better value for money housing and tenants could

homes than ever before. Demand

save money on fixed costs such as rent and

for two bedroom homes in the outer

household utilities. This, in part, saw significant falls

suburbs are the at their highest

in rents for Inner City neighbourhoods.

since pre-pandemic levels.
The pandemic has highlighted for the first time a
divergence in rental growth by property size.
Usually, regardless of size, there is not much
difference in rental growth but recently the gap
between smaller and larger homes have widened to
5%.
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INNER LONDON
VS
OUTER LONDON
How the rental market in inner London compares to the
suburbs of London

The UK rental market has seen a significant rise in rents, the highest rate in a decade. However,
London rents did not perform as well by comparison.
Rents in Inner London were most affected with price falls of around 20%. Specifically, in the
established prime areas as well as the City fringes.
As the restrictions were lifted and workers returned to the office, the demand from City dwellers
has seen a steady increase in quarters 3 and 4 of 2021. On average rentals have increased by 8%
overall, with some variations in certain neighbourhoods.
We foresee this trend set to continue into 2022. The revival of City living and restored confidence
with City workers reinstated in their jobs will help London’s rental market to regain some
momentum. With international travel restrictions lifted, we also expect to see a gradual rise in
demand for homes in prime central areas throughout 2022 bringing about a long awaited recovery
at the top end of the London rental market.
On the following pages the table shows the current London rental market values across all
boroughs and the changes from 2019 - 2021.
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INNER LONDON
VS
OUTER LONDON
How the rental market in inner London compares to the
suburbs of London

Source: Office for National Statistics – Private Rental Market Summary, HomeLet
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INNER LONDON
VS
OUTER LONDON
How the rental market in inner London compares to the
suburbs of London

Source: Office for National Statistics – Private Rental Market Summary, HomeLet
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INNER LONDON
VS
OUTER LONDON
How the rental market in inner London compares to the
suburbs of London

Source: Office for National Statistics – Private Rental Market Summary, HomeLet
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2022 PREDICTIONS
We predict going into 2022 there will continue to be a growth in the London
Rental Market, a steady balancing of both the supply and demand.

The London rental market to have a steady recovery throughout 2022.
The rental price gap between smaller and larger properties to decrease
in the first quarter.
The resurgence of city living, demand for inner city homes increasing.
Inner London rental prices to steadily increase in the first two quarters.

Emerging and growing trends - Tenants desire home working space,
energy efficient homes, access to outdoor area and high broadband
speeds.

